DynaAlerts

Electronic Alerts for Dynamics SL
The DynaAlerts module will send anyone an email
alert message from within Dynamics SL. It provides
organizations the flexibility to define tailored business
events and generate alerts for exception management.

Electronic Alerts for Dynamics SL
FEATURES and BENEFITS
Customer Alerts

Internal Alerts

Sharpen your image by electronically sending
quotes, orders, and invoices to customers.

Setup custom alerts based on critical event that
occurs in the SL database.

Reduce phone calls by sending order status
information and shipping manifests to
customers who would otherwise call the sales
desk.

Alert the controller on any AP voucher entered
that is over a specified dollar amount.

Increase collections by emailing customer
statements.

Send the sales manager any quotes that are
over 90 days.
Email the sales manager a copy of any order
over a specified dollar amount.

Vendor Alerts
Automatically send vendors your purchase
orders.

Send senior management a report of all sales
over the last 5 days.
Automatically provide each salesperson a copy
of their customer’s orders.
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“Age-sensitive alerts” allow users to
cause an alert based solely on the
passage of time. Use this feature for
monitoring old inventory, quotes or
receivables.

“The accounting department was extremely
satisfied with our implementation of
DynaAlerts. It provides better and more
efficient ways to communicate with our
customers.”
Engineering Manager
ValueClick Corporate Systems
http://www.valueclick.com

“Emailing order confirmations automatically
from our website provides a sharp,
professional image. This is how we want our
customers to think of us.”
Charles Hogerty, Health Plus
http://www.healthplusinc.com
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